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Khalil Gibran was one of a number of Arab intellectuals and writers who lived in the United
States in the beginning of the twentieth century and who had a great influence on the
development of modern Arabic literature through the exploration of Western literary movements.
The group was presided by Khalil himself and was baptized Arrabitah, or “The League.”
Generally, the Arabic literature of the beginning of the twentieth century was marked by the
revolutionary ideas advanced by Arrabitah members as well as by other Arab intellectuals and
literary men who felt the urgent need to revolutionize classic Arabic verse and prose. It was a
growing urge to innovate and to break with old literary traditions and conventions. The current
eventually helped to open new horizons such as the flourishing, in the second half of the
twentieth century, of Arabic prose poetry and free verse. The Arrabitah experience was, actually,
fundamental in the life of Khalil Gibran who was regarded as a literary rebel and a leading figure
of the Arabic literary Renaissance in addition to his Oriental contributions to Western poetry and
thought. Here we publish ‘A Tear And A Smile’.

"Anyone interested in the utilitarianism of Bentham and Mill will be pleased to have the essential
readings in one volume and grateful to Mary Warnock for her informative and insightful
introduction." William H. Shaw, San Jose State University"The creed which accepts as the
foundation of morals Utility, or the Greatest Happiness Principle, holds that actions are right in
proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of
happiness." John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism"The sole end for which mankind are warranted,
individually or collectively, in interfering with the liberty of action of any of their number, is self-
protection." John Stuart Mill, On LibertyBook DescriptionThis book combines John Stuart Mills
key writings, Utilitarianism, On Liberty, and Essay on Bentham, with formative selections from
Mills greatest influences, Jeremy Bentham and John Austin, and a discerning introduction
written by the renowned ethics scholar Mary Warnock. This combination provides a thorough
and perspicuous view of Mill's thought. An extensive bibliography of the best scholarship on Mill,
Bentham, and Utilitarianism makes this book even more useful for students. This volume affords
indispensable insight from and into one of the most profound and influential thinkers in Western
philosophy.From the Inside FlapThis book combines John Stuart Mill's key writings,
Utilitarianism, On Liberty, and "Essay on Bentham", with formative selections from Mill's greatest
influences, Jeremy Bentham and John Austin. The collection provides a thorough and
perspicuous view of Mill's thought, further enriched by a discerning introduction from renowned
ethics scholar Mary Warnock.Offering indispensable insight into one of the most profound and
influential thinkers in Western philosophy, this volume has been designed to support new
scholarship on John Stuart Mill, while an extensive bibliography of the best scholarship on Mill,



Bentham, and Utilitarianism makes this book exceptionally useful for students.From the Back
CoverThis book combines John Stuart Mill's key writings, Utilitarianism, On Liberty, and "Essay
on Bentham", with formative selections from Mill's greatest influences, Jeremy Bentham and
John Austin. The collection provides a thorough and perspicuous view of Mill's thought, further
enriched by a discerning introduction from renowned ethics scholar Mary Warnock.Offering
indispensable insight into one of the most profound and influential thinkers in Western
philosophy, this volume has been designed to support new scholarship on John Stuart Mill,
while an extensive bibliography of the best scholarship on Mill, Bentham, and Utilitarianism
makes this book exceptionally useful for students.About the AuthorMary Warnock (1924  2019)
was an English moral philosopher and Mistress of Girton College, Cambridge from 1984 until
1991. She was made a life peer in 1985 and given the title Baroness Warnock of Weeke in the
City of Winchester. She was the author of numerous books, including Ethics Since 1900 (1960),
The Philosophy of Jean-Paul Sartre (1963), Existentialist Ethics (1966), Existentialism (1970),
An Intelligent Person's Guide to Ethics (2000), Dishonest to God: On Keeping Religion Out of
Politics (2010), and Critical Reflections on Ownership (2015). She is widely regarded as a
trailblazer for establishing ethical frameworks around deeply controversial issues such as
special needs education and human fertility treatments, and is credited with laying the blueprint
for regulatory policymaking in these areas.Read more
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Kahlil Gibran - A Tear and a SmileKahlil Gibran was one of a number of Arab intellectuals and
writers who lived in the United States in the beginning of the twentieth century and who had a
great influence on the development of modern Arabic literature through the exploration of
Western literary movements. The group was presided by Khalil himself and was baptized
Arrabitah, or “The League.” Generally, the Arabic literature of the beginning of the twentieth
century was marked by the revolutionary ideas advanced by Arrabitah members as well as by
other Arab intellectuals and literary men who felt the urgent need to revolutionize classic Arabic
verse and prose. It was a growing urge to innovate and to break with old literary traditions and
conventions. The current eventually helped to open new horizons such as the flourishing, in the
second half of the twentieth century, of Arabic prose poetry and free verse. The Arrabitah
experience was, actually, fundamental in the life of Khalil Gibran who was regarded as a literary
rebel and a leading figure of the Arabic literary Renaissance in addition to his Oriental
contributions to Western poetry and thought. Here we publish ‘A Tear And A Smile’.INDEX OF
CONTENTSTHE CREATIONTWO INFANTSTHE HOUSE OF FORTUNEA POET'S DEATH IS
HIS LIFEA POET'S DEATH IS HIS LIFETHE CRIMINALSONG OF FORTUNESONG OF THE
RAINTHE POETLAUGHTER AND TEARSVISIONTWO WISHESYESTERDAY AND
TODAYLEAVE ME, MY BLAMERTHE BEAUTY OF DEATHA POET'S VOICETHE LIFE OF
LOVESONG OF THE WAVEPEACETHE PLAYGROUND OF LIFETHE CITY OF THE DEADTHE
WIDOW AND HER SONSONG OF THE SOULSONG OF THE FLOWERSONG OF
LOVESONG OF MANBEFORE THE THRONE OF BEAUTYA LOVER'S CALLTHE PALACE
AND THE HUTKAHLIL GIBRAN – A SHORT BIOGRAPHYTHE CREATIONThe God separated
a spirit from Himself and fashioned it into Beauty. He showered upon her all the blessings of
gracefulness and kindness. He gave her the cup of happiness and said, "Drink not from this cup
unless you forget the past and the future, for happiness is naught but the moment." And He also
gave her a cup of sorrow and said, "Drink from this cup and you will understand the meaning of
the fleeting instants of the joy of life, for sorrow ever abounds."And the God bestowed upon her a
love that would desert he forever upon her first sigh of earthly satisfaction, and a sweetness that
would vanish with her first awareness of flattery.And He gave her wisdom from heaven to lead to
the all-righteous path, and placed in the depth of her heart and eye that sees the unseen, and
created in he an affection and goodness toward all things. He dressed her with raiment of hopes
spun by the angels of heaven from the sinews of the rainbow. And He cloaked her in the shadow
of confusion, which is the dawn of life and light.Then the God took consuming fire from the
furnace of anger, and searing wind from the desert of ignorance, and sharp- cutting sands from
the shore of selfishness, and coarse earth from under the feet of ages, and combined them all
and fashioned Man. He gave to Man a blind power that rages and drives him into a madness
which extinguishes only before gratification of desire, and placed life in him which is the spectre
of death.And the god laughed and cried. He felt an overwhelming love and pity for Man, and



sheltered him beneath His guidance.TWO INFANTSA prince stood on the balcony of his palace
addressing a great multitude summoned for the occasion and said, "Let me offer you and this
whole fortunate country my congratulations upon the birth of a new prince who will carry the
name of my noble family, and of whom you will be justly proud. He is the new bearer of a great
and illustrious ancestry, and upon him depends the brilliant future of this realm. Sing and be
merry!" The voices of the throngs, full of joy and thankfulness, flooded the sky with exhilarating
song, welcoming the new tyrant who would affix the yoke of oppression to their necks by ruling
the weak with bitter authority, and exploiting their bodies and killing their souls. For that destiny,
the people were singing and drinking ecstatically to the heady of the new Emir.Another child
entered life and that kingdom at the same time. While the crowds were glorifying the strong and
belittling themselves by singing praise to a potential despot, and while the angels of heaven
were weeping over the people's weakness and servitude, a sick woman was thinking. She lived
in an old, deserted hovel and, lying in her hard bed beside her newly born infant wrapped with
ragged swaddles, was starving to death. She was a penurious and miserable young wife
neglected by humanity; her husband had fallen into the trap of death set by the prince's
oppression, leaving a solitary woman to whom God had sent, that night, a tiny companion to
prevent her from working and sustaining life.As the mass dispersed and silence was restored to
the vicinity, the wretched woman placed the infant on her lap and looked into his face and wept
as if she were to baptize him with tears. And with a hunger weakened voice she spoke to the
child saying, "Why have you left the spiritual world and come to share with me the bitterness of
earthly life? Why have you deserted the angels and the spacious firmament and come to this
miserable land of humans, filled with agony, oppression, and heartlessness? I have nothing to
give you except tears; will you be nourished on tears instead of milk? I have no silk clothes to put
on you; will my naked, shivering arms give you warmth? The little animals graze in the pasture
and return safely to their shed; and the small birds pick the seeds and sleep placidly between
the branches. But you, my beloved, have naught save a loving but destitute mother."Then she
took the infant to her withered breast and clasped her arms around him as if wanting to join the
two bodies in one, as before. She lifted her burning eyes slowly toward heaven and cried, "God!
Have mercy on my unfortunate countrymen!"At that moment the clouds floated from the face of
the moon, whose beams penetrated the transom of that poor home and fell upon two
corpses.THE HOUSE OF FORTUNEMy wearied heart bade me farewell and left for the House
of Fortune. As he reached that holy city which the soul had blessed and worshipped, he
commenced wondering, for he could not find what he had always imagined would be there. The
city was empty of power, money, and authority.And my heart spoke to the daughter of Love
saying, "Oh Love, where can I find Contentment? I heard that she had come here to join
you."And the daughter of Love responded, "Contentment has already gone to preach her gospel
in the city, where greed and corruption are paramount; we are not in need of her."Fortune craves
not Contentment, for it is an earthly hope, and its desires are embraced by union with objects,
while Contentment is naught but heartfelt.The eternal soul is never contented; it ever seeks



exaltation. Then my heart looked upon Life of Beauty and said: "Thou art all knowledge;
enlighten me as to the mystery of Woman." And he answered, "Oh human heart, woman is your
own reflection, and whatever you are, she is; wherever you live, she lives; she is like religion if
not interpreted by the ignorant, and like a moon, if not veiled with clouds, and like a breeze, if not
poisoned with impurities."And my heart walked toward Knowledge, the daughter of Love and
Beauty, and said, "Bestow upon me wisdom, that I might share it with the people." And she
responded, "Say not wisdom, but rather fortune, for real fortune comes not from outside, but
begins in the Holy of Holies of life. Share of thyself with the people."A POET'S DEATH IS HIS
LIFEThe dark wings of night enfolded the city upon which Nature had spread a pure white
garment of snow; and men deserted the streets for their houses in search of warmth, while the
north wind probed in contemplation of laying waste the gardens. There in the suburb stood an
old hut heavily laden with snow and on the verge of falling. In a dark recess of that hovel was a
poor bed in which a dying youth was lying, staring at the dim light of his oil lamp, made to flicker
by the entering winds. He a man in the spring of life who foresaw fully that the peaceful hour of
freeing himself from the clutches of life was fast nearing. He was awaiting Death's visit gratefully,
and upon his pale face appeared the dawn of hope; and on his lops a sorrowful smile; and in his
eyes forgiveness.He was poet perishing from hunger in the city of living rich. He was placed in
the earthly world to enliven the heart of man with his beautiful and profound sayings. He as
noble soul, sent by the Goddess of Understanding to soothe and make gentle the human spirit.
But alas! He gladly bade the cold earth farewell without receiving a smile from its strange
occupants.He was breathing his last and had no one at his bedside save the oil lamp, his only
companion, and some parchments upon which he had inscribed his heart's feeling. As he
salvaged the remnants of his withering strength he lifted his hands heavenward; he moved his
eyes hopelessly, as if wanting to penetrate the ceiling in order to see the stars from behind the
veil clouds.And he said, "Come, oh beautiful Death; my soul is longing for you. Come close to
me and unfasten the irons life, for I am weary of dragging them. Come, oh sweet Death, and
deliver me from my neighbours who looked upon me as a stranger because I interpret to them
the language of the angels. Hurry, oh peaceful Death, and carry me from these multitudes who
left me in the dark corner of oblivion because I do not bleed the weak as they do. Come, oh
gentle Death, and enfold me under your white wings, for my fellowmen are not in want of me.
Embrace me, oh Death, full of love and mercy; let your lips touch my lips which never tasted a
mother's kiss, not touched a sister's cheeks, not caresses a sweetheart's fingertips. Come and
take me, by beloved Death."Then, at the bedside of the dying poet appeared an angel who
possessed a supernatural and divine beauty, holding in her hand a wreath of lilies. She
embraced him and closed his eyes so he could see no more, except with the eye of his spirit.
She impressed a deep and long and gently withdrawn kiss that left and eternal smile of fulfilment
upon his lips. Then the hovel became empty and nothing was lest save parchments and papers
which the poet had strewn with bitter futility.Hundreds of years later, when the people of the city
arose from the diseases slumber of ignorance and saw the dawn of knowledge, they erected a



monument in the most beautiful garden of the city and celebrated a feast every year in honour of
that poet, whose writings had freed them. Oh, how cruel is man's ignorance!THE
CRIMINALKahlil Gibran - A Tear and a SmileKahlil Gibran was one of a number of Arab
intellectuals and writers who lived in the United States in the beginning of the twentieth century
and who had a great influence on the development of modern Arabic literature through the
exploration of Western literary movements. The group was presided by Khalil himself and was
baptized Arrabitah, or “The League.” Generally, the Arabic literature of the beginning of the
twentieth century was marked by the revolutionary ideas advanced by Arrabitah members as
well as by other Arab intellectuals and literary men who felt the urgent need to revolutionize
classic Arabic verse and prose. It was a growing urge to innovate and to break with old literary
traditions and conventions. The current eventually helped to open new horizons such as the
flourishing, in the second half of the twentieth century, of Arabic prose poetry and free verse.
The Arrabitah experience was, actually, fundamental in the life of Khalil Gibran who was
regarded as a literary rebel and a leading figure of the Arabic literary Renaissance in addition to
his Oriental contributions to Western poetry and thought. Here we publish ‘A Tear And A
Smile’.INDEX OF CONTENTSTHE CREATIONTWO INFANTSTHE HOUSE OF FORTUNEA
POET'S DEATH IS HIS LIFEA POET'S DEATH IS HIS LIFETHE CRIMINALSONG OF
FORTUNESONG OF THE RAINTHE POETLAUGHTER AND TEARSVISIONTWO
WISHESYESTERDAY AND TODAYLEAVE ME, MY BLAMERTHE BEAUTY OF DEATHA
POET'S VOICETHE LIFE OF LOVESONG OF THE WAVEPEACETHE PLAYGROUND OF
LIFETHE CITY OF THE DEADTHE WIDOW AND HER SONSONG OF THE SOULSONG OF
THE FLOWERSONG OF LOVESONG OF MANBEFORE THE THRONE OF BEAUTYA
LOVER'S CALLTHE PALACE AND THE HUTKAHLIL GIBRAN – A SHORT BIOGRAPHYTHE
CREATIONThe God separated a spirit from Himself and fashioned it into Beauty. He showered
upon her all the blessings of gracefulness and kindness. He gave her the cup of happiness and
said, "Drink not from this cup unless you forget the past and the future, for happiness is naught
but the moment." And He also gave her a cup of sorrow and said, "Drink from this cup and you
will understand the meaning of the fleeting instants of the joy of life, for sorrow ever
abounds."And the God bestowed upon her a love that would desert he forever upon her first sigh
of earthly satisfaction, and a sweetness that would vanish with her first awareness of flattery.And
He gave her wisdom from heaven to lead to the all-righteous path, and placed in the depth of her
heart and eye that sees the unseen, and created in he an affection and goodness toward all
things. He dressed her with raiment of hopes spun by the angels of heaven from the sinews of
the rainbow. And He cloaked her in the shadow of confusion, which is the dawn of life and
light.Then the God took consuming fire from the furnace of anger, and searing wind from the
desert of ignorance, and sharp- cutting sands from the shore of selfishness, and coarse earth
from under the feet of ages, and combined them all and fashioned Man. He gave to Man a blind
power that rages and drives him into a madness which extinguishes only before gratification of
desire, and placed life in him which is the spectre of death.And the god laughed and cried. He



felt an overwhelming love and pity for Man, and sheltered him beneath His guidance.TWO
INFANTSA prince stood on the balcony of his palace addressing a great multitude summoned
for the occasion and said, "Let me offer you and this whole fortunate country my congratulations
upon the birth of a new prince who will carry the name of my noble family, and of whom you will
be justly proud. He is the new bearer of a great and illustrious ancestry, and upon him depends
the brilliant future of this realm. Sing and be merry!" The voices of the throngs, full of joy and
thankfulness, flooded the sky with exhilarating song, welcoming the new tyrant who would affix
the yoke of oppression to their necks by ruling the weak with bitter authority, and exploiting their
bodies and killing their souls. For that destiny, the people were singing and drinking ecstatically
to the heady of the new Emir.Another child entered life and that kingdom at the same time. While
the crowds were glorifying the strong and belittling themselves by singing praise to a potential
despot, and while the angels of heaven were weeping over the people's weakness and
servitude, a sick woman was thinking. She lived in an old, deserted hovel and, lying in her hard
bed beside her newly born infant wrapped with ragged swaddles, was starving to death. She
was a penurious and miserable young wife neglected by humanity; her husband had fallen into
the trap of death set by the prince's oppression, leaving a solitary woman to whom God had
sent, that night, a tiny companion to prevent her from working and sustaining life.As the mass
dispersed and silence was restored to the vicinity, the wretched woman placed the infant on her
lap and looked into his face and wept as if she were to baptize him with tears. And with a hunger
weakened voice she spoke to the child saying, "Why have you left the spiritual world and come
to share with me the bitterness of earthly life? Why have you deserted the angels and the
spacious firmament and come to this miserable land of humans, filled with agony, oppression,
and heartlessness? I have nothing to give you except tears; will you be nourished on tears
instead of milk? I have no silk clothes to put on you; will my naked, shivering arms give you
warmth? The little animals graze in the pasture and return safely to their shed; and the small
birds pick the seeds and sleep placidly between the branches. But you, my beloved, have
naught save a loving but destitute mother."Then she took the infant to her withered breast and
clasped her arms around him as if wanting to join the two bodies in one, as before. She lifted her
burning eyes slowly toward heaven and cried, "God! Have mercy on my unfortunate
countrymen!"At that moment the clouds floated from the face of the moon, whose beams
penetrated the transom of that poor home and fell upon two corpses.THE HOUSE OF
FORTUNEMy wearied heart bade me farewell and left for the House of Fortune. As he reached
that holy city which the soul had blessed and worshipped, he commenced wondering, for he
could not find what he had always imagined would be there. The city was empty of power,
money, and authority.And my heart spoke to the daughter of Love saying, "Oh Love, where can I
find Contentment? I heard that she had come here to join you."And the daughter of Love
responded, "Contentment has already gone to preach her gospel in the city, where greed and
corruption are paramount; we are not in need of her."Fortune craves not Contentment, for it is an
earthly hope, and its desires are embraced by union with objects, while Contentment is naught



but heartfelt.The eternal soul is never contented; it ever seeks exaltation. Then my heart looked
upon Life of Beauty and said: "Thou art all knowledge; enlighten me as to the mystery of
Woman." And he answered, "Oh human heart, woman is your own reflection, and whatever you
are, she is; wherever you live, she lives; she is like religion if not interpreted by the ignorant, and
like a moon, if not veiled with clouds, and like a breeze, if not poisoned with impurities."And my
heart walked toward Knowledge, the daughter of Love and Beauty, and said, "Bestow upon me
wisdom, that I might share it with the people." And she responded, "Say not wisdom, but rather
fortune, for real fortune comes not from outside, but begins in the Holy of Holies of life. Share of
thyself with the people."A POET'S DEATH IS HIS LIFEThe dark wings of night enfolded the city
upon which Nature had spread a pure white garment of snow; and men deserted the streets for
their houses in search of warmth, while the north wind probed in contemplation of laying waste
the gardens. There in the suburb stood an old hut heavily laden with snow and on the verge of
falling. In a dark recess of that hovel was a poor bed in which a dying youth was lying, staring at
the dim light of his oil lamp, made to flicker by the entering winds. He a man in the spring of life
who foresaw fully that the peaceful hour of freeing himself from the clutches of life was fast
nearing. He was awaiting Death's visit gratefully, and upon his pale face appeared the dawn of
hope; and on his lops a sorrowful smile; and in his eyes forgiveness.He was poet perishing from
hunger in the city of living rich. He was placed in the earthly world to enliven the heart of man
with his beautiful and profound sayings. He as noble soul, sent by the Goddess of
Understanding to soothe and make gentle the human spirit. But alas! He gladly bade the cold
earth farewell without receiving a smile from its strange occupants.He was breathing his last and
had no one at his bedside save the oil lamp, his only companion, and some parchments upon
which he had inscribed his heart's feeling. As he salvaged the remnants of his withering strength
he lifted his hands heavenward; he moved his eyes hopelessly, as if wanting to penetrate the
ceiling in order to see the stars from behind the veil clouds.And he said, "Come, oh beautiful
Death; my soul is longing for you. Come close to me and unfasten the irons life, for I am weary of
dragging them. Come, oh sweet Death, and deliver me from my neighbours who looked upon
me as a stranger because I interpret to them the language of the angels. Hurry, oh peaceful
Death, and carry me from these multitudes who left me in the dark corner of oblivion because I
do not bleed the weak as they do. Come, oh gentle Death, and enfold me under your white
wings, for my fellowmen are not in want of me. Embrace me, oh Death, full of love and mercy; let
your lips touch my lips which never tasted a mother's kiss, not touched a sister's cheeks, not
caresses a sweetheart's fingertips. Come and take me, by beloved Death."Then, at the bedside
of the dying poet appeared an angel who possessed a supernatural and divine beauty, holding
in her hand a wreath of lilies. She embraced him and closed his eyes so he could see no more,
except with the eye of his spirit. She impressed a deep and long and gently withdrawn kiss that
left and eternal smile of fulfilment upon his lips. Then the hovel became empty and nothing was
lest save parchments and papers which the poet had strewn with bitter futility.Hundreds of years
later, when the people of the city arose from the diseases slumber of ignorance and saw the



dawn of knowledge, they erected a monument in the most beautiful garden of the city and
celebrated a feast every year in honour of that poet, whose writings had freed them. Oh, how
cruel is man's ignorance!THE CRIMINALKahlil Gibran - A Tear and a Smile Kahlil Gibran was
one of a number of Arab intellectuals and writers who lived in the United States in the beginning
of the twentieth century and who had a great influence on the development of modern Arabic
literature through the exploration of Western literary movements. The group was presided by
Khalil himself and was baptized Arrabitah, or “The League.” Generally, the Arabic literature of the
beginning of the twentieth century was marked by the revolutionary ideas advanced by Arrabitah
members as well as by other Arab intellectuals and literary men who felt the urgent need to
revolutionize classic Arabic verse and prose. It was a growing urge to innovate and to break with
old literary traditions and conventions. The current eventually helped to open new horizons such
as the flourishing, in the second half of the twentieth century, of Arabic prose poetry and free
verse. The Arrabitah experience was, actually, fundamental in the life of Khalil Gibran who was
regarded as a literary rebel and a leading figure of the Arabic literary Renaissance in addition to
his Oriental contributions to Western poetry and thought. Here we publish ‘A Tear And A
Smile’.INDEX OF CONTENTS THE CREATIONTWO INFANTSTHE HOUSE OF FORTUNEA
POET'S DEATH IS HIS LIFE A POET'S DEATH IS HIS LIFE THE CRIMINAL SONG OF
FORTUNE SONG OF THE RAIN THE POET LAUGHTER AND TEARS VISION TWO WISHES
YESTERDAY AND TODAY LEAVE ME, MY BLAMER THE BEAUTY OF DEATH A POET'S
VOICE THE LIFE OF LOVE SONG OF THE WAVE PEACE THE PLAYGROUND OF LIFE THE
CITY OF THE DEAD THE WIDOW AND HER SON SONG OF THE SOUL SONG OF THE
FLOWER SONG OF LOVE SONG OF MAN BEFORE THE THRONE OF BEAUTY A LOVER'S
CALL THE PALACE AND THE HUT KAHLIL GIBRAN – A SHORT BIOGRAPHYTHE
CREATION The God separated a spirit from Himself and fashioned it into Beauty. He showered
upon her all the blessings of gracefulness and kindness. He gave her the cup of happiness and
said, "Drink not from this cup unless you forget the past and the future, for happiness is naught
but the moment." And He also gave her a cup of sorrow and said, "Drink from this cup and you
will understand the meaning of the fleeting instants of the joy of life, for sorrow ever abounds."
And the God bestowed upon her a love that would desert he forever upon her first sigh of earthly
satisfaction, and a sweetness that would vanish with her first awareness of flattery. And He gave
her wisdom from heaven to lead to the all-righteous path, and placed in the depth of her heart
and eye that sees the unseen, and created in he an affection and goodness toward all things. He
dressed her with raiment of hopes spun by the angels of heaven from the sinews of the rainbow.
And He cloaked her in the shadow of confusion, which is the dawn of life and light. Then the God
took consuming fire from the furnace of anger, and searing wind from the desert of ignorance,
and sharp- cutting sands from the shore of selfishness, and coarse earth from under the feet of
ages, and combined them all and fashioned Man. He gave to Man a blind power that rages and
drives him into a madness which extinguishes only before gratification of desire, and placed life
in him which is the spectre of death. And the god laughed and cried. He felt an overwhelming



love and pity for Man, and sheltered him beneath His guidance. TWO INFANTS A prince stood
on the balcony of his palace addressing a great multitude summoned for the occasion and said,
"Let me offer you and this whole fortunate country my congratulations upon the birth of a new
prince who will carry the name of my noble family, and of whom you will be justly proud. He is the
new bearer of a great and illustrious ancestry, and upon him depends the brilliant future of this
realm. Sing and be merry!" The voices of the throngs, full of joy and thankfulness, flooded the
sky with exhilarating song, welcoming the new tyrant who would affix the yoke of oppression to
their necks by ruling the weak with bitter authority, and exploiting their bodies and killing their
souls. For that destiny, the people were singing and drinking ecstatically to the heady of the new
Emir. Another child entered life and that kingdom at the same time. While the crowds were
glorifying the strong and belittling themselves by singing praise to a potential despot, and while
the angels of heaven were weeping over the people's weakness and servitude, a sick woman
was thinking. She lived in an old, deserted hovel and, lying in her hard bed beside her newly
born infant wrapped with ragged swaddles, was starving to death. She was a penurious and
miserable young wife neglected by humanity; her husband had fallen into the trap of death set by
the prince's oppression, leaving a solitary woman to whom God had sent, that night, a tiny
companion to prevent her from working and sustaining life. As the mass dispersed and silence
was restored to the vicinity, the wretched woman placed the infant on her lap and looked into his
face and wept as if she were to baptize him with tears. And with a hunger weakened voice she
spoke to the child saying, "Why have you left the spiritual world and come to share with me the
bitterness of earthly life? Why have you deserted the angels and the spacious firmament and
come to this miserable land of humans, filled with agony, oppression, and heartlessness? I have
nothing to give you except tears; will you be nourished on tears instead of milk? I have no silk
clothes to put on you; will my naked, shivering arms give you warmth? The little animals graze in
the pasture and return safely to their shed; and the small birds pick the seeds and sleep placidly
between the branches. But you, my beloved, have naught save a loving but destitute mother."
Then she took the infant to her withered breast and clasped her arms around him as if wanting to
join the two bodies in one, as before. She lifted her burning eyes slowly toward heaven and
cried, "God! Have mercy on my unfortunate countrymen!" At that moment the clouds floated
from the face of the moon, whose beams penetrated the transom of that poor home and fell
upon two corpses. THE HOUSE OF FORTUNE My wearied heart bade me farewell and left for
the House of Fortune. As he reached that holy city which the soul had blessed and worshipped,
he commenced wondering, for he could not find what he had always imagined would be there.
The city was empty of power, money, and authority. And my heart spoke to the daughter of Love
saying, "Oh Love, where can I find Contentment? I heard that she had come here to join you."
And the daughter of Love responded, "Contentment has already gone to preach her gospel in
the city, where greed and corruption are paramount; we are not in need of her." Fortune craves
not Contentment, for it is an earthly hope, and its desires are embraced by union with objects,
while Contentment is naught but heartfelt. The eternal soul is never contented; it ever seeks



exaltation. Then my heart looked upon Life of Beauty and said: "Thou art all knowledge;
enlighten me as to the mystery of Woman." And he answered, "Oh human heart, woman is your
own reflection, and whatever you are, she is; wherever you live, she lives; she is like religion if
not interpreted by the ignorant, and like a moon, if not veiled with clouds, and like a breeze, if not
poisoned with impurities." And my heart walked toward Knowledge, the daughter of Love and
Beauty, and said, "Bestow upon me wisdom, that I might share it with the people." And she
responded, "Say not wisdom, but rather fortune, for real fortune comes not from outside, but
begins in the Holy of Holies of life. Share of thyself with the people." A POET'S DEATH IS HIS
LIFE The dark wings of night enfolded the city upon which Nature had spread a pure white
garment of snow; and men deserted the streets for their houses in search of warmth, while the
north wind probed in contemplation of laying waste the gardens. There in the suburb stood an
old hut heavily laden with snow and on the verge of falling. In a dark recess of that hovel was a
poor bed in which a dying youth was lying, staring at the dim light of his oil lamp, made to flicker
by the entering winds. He a man in the spring of life who foresaw fully that the peaceful hour of
freeing himself from the clutches of life was fast nearing. He was awaiting Death's visit gratefully,
and upon his pale face appeared the dawn of hope; and on his lops a sorrowful smile; and in his
eyes forgiveness. He was poet perishing from hunger in the city of living rich. He was placed in
the earthly world to enliven the heart of man with his beautiful and profound sayings. He as
noble soul, sent by the Goddess of Understanding to soothe and make gentle the human spirit.
But alas! He gladly bade the cold earth farewell without receiving a smile from its strange
occupants. He was breathing his last and had no one at his bedside save the oil lamp, his only
companion, and some parchments upon which he had inscribed his heart's feeling. As he
salvaged the remnants of his withering strength he lifted his hands heavenward; he moved his
eyes hopelessly, as if wanting to penetrate the ceiling in order to see the stars from behind the
veil clouds. And he said, "Come, oh beautiful Death; my soul is longing for you. Come close to
me and unfasten the irons life, for I am weary of dragging them. Come, oh sweet Death, and
deliver me from my neighbours who looked upon me as a stranger because I interpret to them
the language of the angels. Hurry, oh peaceful Death, and carry me from these multitudes who
left me in the dark corner of oblivion because I do not bleed the weak as they do. Come, oh
gentle Death, and enfold me under your white wings, for my fellowmen are not in want of me.
Embrace me, oh Death, full of love and mercy; let your lips touch my lips which never tasted a
mother's kiss, not touched a sister's cheeks, not caresses a sweetheart's fingertips. Come and
take me, by beloved Death." Then, at the bedside of the dying poet appeared an angel who
possessed a supernatural and divine beauty, holding in her hand a wreath of lilies. She
embraced him and closed his eyes so he could see no more, except with the eye of his spirit.
She impressed a deep and long and gently withdrawn kiss that left and eternal smile of fulfilment
upon his lips. Then the hovel became empty and nothing was lest save parchments and papers
which the poet had strewn with bitter futility. Hundreds of years later, when the people of the city
arose from the diseases slumber of ignorance and saw the dawn of knowledge, they erected a



monument in the most beautiful garden of the city and celebrated a feast every year in honour of
that poet, whose writings had freed them. Oh, how cruel is man's ignorance! THE CRIMINAL
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Muncy & Muncy Inc, “Beautiful painting of words & thoughts!. A poet who whose words express
emotional, heartfelt expression of his thoughts and convey them to the reader, to which. benifits
our soul.”

Ricky, “I love the size of the calendar and have ordered 3 .... I love the size of the calendar and
have ordered 3 years in a row. however, However, one big problem last year. They left out a page
that included the second part of November and the first part of December. made for two very
toughs. I discovered it in November and called the company and rather than send me a free
calendar for 2016 they only offered me a 10% discount. Poor public relations!”

Don Boisvert, “Honest. Love the book , great service ,will buy from again”

khoa, “Not bad. Cheap buy, and quick read but the translation isn't quite accurate. There's also a
few typos..”

Suma Lackore, “no need to write, who wrote it Gebran? .... no need to write , who wrote it
Gebran? it's enough said ,he knew how to get to your intellect by writing one phrase, and you
are hooked to his style of writing.”

ShOk, “real. Very interesting, a look into the mind of an old world European author”

Ebook Library Reader, “Classic. Classic”

julie d, “Thought provoking. My husband enjoys pondering on all the deep meanings of the text”

Anon, “Great book by Khalil Gibran. Great book by Khalil Gibran. A wonderful Author , a must
read book  in his collection of  works.”

A, “Four Stars. I just love Khalil. Great poet and a great read!”

Will, “Five Stars. Fantastic”

The book by Karma Peters has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 109 people have provided feedback.
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